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Smartphones play a crucial role in daily activities, however, situationally-induced impairments and disabili- 
ties (SIIDs) can easily be experienced depending on the context. Previous studies explored the effect of context 
but mainly done in controlled environments with limited research done in the wild. In this article, we present 
an in-situ remote user study with 48 participants’ keyboard interaction on smartphones including the per- 
formance and context details. We first propose an automated approach for error detection by combining 
approaches introduced in the literature and with a follow-up study, show that the accuracy of error detection 
is improved. We then investigate the effect of context on the typing performance based on five dimensions: 
environment, mobility, social, multitasking, and distraction, and reveal that the context affects participants’ 
error rate significantly but with individual differences. Our main contribution is providing empirical evidence 
with an in-situ study showing the effect of context on error rate. 
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ll the materials and data of this study (instructions and consent form of the user study and
ndividual performance comparisons) are available in our external online repository at https://
am.ncc.metu.edu.tr/cabas/ . 

 INTRODUCTION 

martphones play a significant role in our daily lives. Through the years, their use has drastically
ncreased, reaching almost 3.8 billion users in 2021 [ 1 ]. An average smartphone user checks their
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evice 58 times a day and spends about three hours daily [ 71 ]. Smartphones are no longer just
sed for communication, but they are also used to perform most of the daily tasks [ 10 ]. They are
idely used for text entry 1 tasks, such as writing text messages or e-mails [ 53 ]. 
Smartphones can be used in different environments, and while using smartphones, the users
ight be engaged with different and parallel tasks [ 52 ]. In the literature, temporary reductions

n user performance due to context are referred to as situationally-induced impairments and

isabilities ( SIIDs ) [ 79 ]. This phenomenon was defined as “difficulty accessing computers due to
he context or situation one is in, as opposed to a physical impairment” [ 65 , 66 ]. There can be many
actors causing SIIDs, and the main observation is that some of these factors might be related to
he current context. This article refers to context as “any information that characterizes a situation
elated to the interaction between humans, applications, and the surrounding environment” [ 18 ]
p. 106). Although this is a broad definition, the research on the effect of context on users’ perfor-
ance has been limited to a few contextual factors, such as mobility [ 2 ]. Our previous systematic
eview identified five contextual dimensions including environment, mobility, social, multitasking,
nd distraction, and showed that there is very limited research in understanding the effect of con-
ext on smartphone users’ performance in typing text [ 2 ]. Most existing studies have been based
n experimental tasks conducted in controlled environments (see Section 2 ). Participants typically
sked to transcribe given phrases under different contextual factors in controlled laboratory set-
ings. This approach of course provides a consistent way of measuring typing speed and errors
ade. However, this approach can also miss some difficulties in real-world usage [ 51 ]. Further-
ore, in controlled studies, users can only use specific interaction methods, and this restriction
ay also jeopardize the validity of these studies [ 21 ]. Collecting data from actual users’ context
here the users’ are not prescribed to type a specific text, can address these kinds of issues. How-
ver, collecting such free text data also has some challenges. Reproducibility is an issue [ 21 ] and
ince the users’ intentions are not fully known, the reliability of performance measurement can
lso be questioned [ 51 ]. Even though these are important issues to consider, the existing literature
lso shows that it is possible to conduct an in-situ user study without a specific task model and
till detect errors with a good accuracy [ 21 ]. 
This article presents an in-situ remote user study that aims to investigate the effect of context on
sers’ text entry performance in real-world settings. Real-world text entry data is collected from
8 participants during their everyday interactions. To collect data, an existing framework called
WARE [ 23 ] is extended such that it also allows participants to label their current context via an
xperience Sampling Method ( ESM ) [ 39 ]. This framework allowed us to conduct a remote user
tudy in the wild to collect not only text entry data but also sensor data, and context labels from
he participants (see Section 3 ). To compare the user’s performance under different conditions, we
eeded to interpret user performance in terms of several metrics. One crucial metric was typing er-
ors to measure users’ performance. Several studies have identified typing errors in the wild; how-
ver, these studies had some limitations. For instance, daily texting language was not considered
n these approaches. Therefore, we combined several existing approaches to detect typing errors
nd distinguish between edits and corrections using the text entry data (see Section 4 ). Finally, we
nvestigated the effect of context on user performance by combining text entry data and context la-
els in five dimensions: environment, mobility, social, multitasking, and distraction (see Section 5 ).
The contributions of this study and the article are as follows: 

—Most of the text entry studies have been conducted in controlled laboratory environments.
In this study, we collected text entry and sensor data in the wild. We extended an existing
 This article uses the terms “typing” [ 51 ] and “text entry” [ 21 ] synonymously to refer to writing text using a keyboard. 

CM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 30, No. 3, Article 36. Publication date: June 2023. 
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framework to capture the participants’ keyboard interactions, a set of sensor data, and
context labels submitted by the participants. 

—Recent approaches to detect typing errors by using free text have been based on lookup
approaches. We combined the approaches of Evans and Wobbrock [ 21 ], Nicolau et al. [ 51 ],
and Toruno ̌glu and Eryi ̌git [ 70 ] to cover daily texting language and detect typing errors in
both English and Turkish. 

—The effect of context on users’ text entry performance has been primarily investigated for
different mobility conditions in the literature. This study considered the context in five di-
mensions: environment, mobility, social, multitasking, and distraction. According to our
findings, being in an outdoor environment, being mobile, presence of other people, mul-
titasking, and having distractions increase error rate but have no effect on typing speed.
This study provides the first empirical evidence on the effect of context on users’ typing
performance in an in-situ study (see Section 6 ). 

 LITERATURE REVIEW 

he main aim of this study is to investigate the effect of context on users’ typing performance. We
tart our literature review by identifying the metrics to measure typing performance. We continue
ur review to identify the typing errors and typing behaviour in daily life. Then, we review the lit-
rature surrounding how context affects these performance metrics in the text entry task domain.
he studies reviewed have been conducted in controlled settings, and a systematic understand-
ng of how context affects users’ typing performance in their daily life is still lacking. Finally, we
eview the studies that automatically measure typing performance in the wild. 

.1 Text Entry Metrics 

everal metrics are used to measure typing performance. In terms of typing speed, words per

inute ( WPM ) and keystrokes per second ( KSPS ) are the most popular metrics. WPM con-
iders only the length of transcribed text and how long it takes to produce it. It considers a word
very five characters entered and measures the number of words entered in a minute [ 77 ]. KSPS is
sed to measure the number of keystrokes made in a second. It is useful when taking error correc-
ions into account [ 77 ]. Keystroke per character ( KSPC ) and error rate ( ER ) are widely used
or accuracy. KSPC is the ratio of the total entered character count to the length of the transcribed
tring [ 67 ]. ER is the ratio of incorrect characters to all characters entered [ 67 ]. Minimum string
istance between intended and transcribed text can also be used for ER [ 77 ]. Error rates can be
ssessed in several ways especially for the studies conducted in the wild without a predefined task
odel. 

2.1.1 Unintentional Errors. Text entry errors can be classified into unintentional and intentional
yping errors. For unintentional errors, Durham et al. [ 19 ] identified four types of word-level text
rrors as follows: transposition, the wrong letter, extra letter, and missing letter. According to Chen
t al. [ 13 ], mobile device users experience character ambiguity, missing or additional character,
ounce (repeating characters), long-press, and transposition errors. Greene et al. [ 29 ] also reported
xtra or missing character, incorrect shifting, wrong character, adjacent character, transposition,
nd misplaced character errors. A word in a text can contain many errors, and the number of errors
ven can exceed the number of correct characters [ 12 ]. 

2.1.2 Intentional Errors. The intentional typing errors are referred to as “text-speak” [ 32 ] and
onsists of intentional corruptions on the words [ 68 ] for several reasons such as mirroring positive
nd negative emotions [ 25 ], increasing perceived playfulness [ 34 ], typing faster to reduce latency
ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 30, No. 3, Article 36. Publication date: June 2023. 
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Table 1. Literature Summary ( ↓: Decreased, ↑: Increased, �: No Significant Effect, -: NA) WPM: Words Per 
Minute, KSPS: Keystrokes Per Second, KSPC: Keystroke Per Character, ER: Error Rate 

Ref. Context Factor WPM KSPS KSPC ER 

[ 54 ] Environment (lab/indoor real-world) Being in a public place - �† - �
[ 42 ] Mobility (stable/mobile) Walking - � - ↑
[ 33 ] Mobility (stable/mobile) Being in a subway train - - � �
[ 17 ] Mobility (stable/mobile) Walking � - - ↑
[ 26 ] Mobility (stable/mobile) Walking � - - ↑
[ 50 ] Mobility (stable/mobile) Walking � - - ↑
[ 24 ] Mobility (stable/mobile) Walking - - - ↑
[ 15 ] Mobility (stable/mobile) Walking ↓ - - �
[ 49 ] Mobility (stable/mobile) Walking ↓ - - �
[ 54 ] Mobility (stable/mobile) Walking - ↓† - ↑
[ 22 ] Mobility (stable/mobile) Walking ↓ - - ↑
[ 61 ] Urban noise (indoor/outdoor) Outdoor noise - ↓* - -

[ 61 ] Speech (meaningful/meaningless) Meaningful noise - ↓* - -

[ 60 ] Ambient light Dimmed light or sunglasses - �* - �
[ 59 ] Multitasking Presence of stress task - �* - �
[ 16 ] Multitasking Avoiding hazards - - - ↑
[ 35 ] Distractions Presence of distraction ↑ - ↓ ↑
The metrics used in corresponding studies were ( ∗) time per character entry, and ( † ) character per minute which can be 

interpreted as KSPS. 
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n a synchronized way of communication [ 14 , 68 ], or common words in communication slang [ 57 ,
4 ]. Using text-speak, users compress the text by employing abbreviations, phonetic substitutions,
nd character strategies [ 14 ]. Table 13 in Appendix A illustrates common text-speak techniques
n daily texting use and examples for these techniques. Since the users are intentionally typing in
his way, they should not be associated with a performance problem. 

2.1.3 Corrected/Uncorrected Errors. Wobbrock and Myers [ 80 ] classified errors into insertions,
missions, and substitutions and considered whether these errors were corrected or uncorrected.
he corrected errors do not appear in the transcribed text; however, they can be traced using
he input stream and can help measure the text entry performance better. There might also be
ases when a user did not make an error but somehow thought that he/she did and deleted the
orresponding text to rewrite it (corrected no-errors). Uncorrected errors are the errors that remain
n the final transcribed text. The total ER is then can be calculated by the sum of the corrected ER
nd uncorrected ER [ 80 ]. 

.2 The Effect of Context on Users’ Text Entry Performance 

able 1 presents a summary of the research on the effect of contextual factors on text entry perfor-
ance. Instead of a character level entry rate, Hoggan et al. [ 33 ] used time to enter phrases. They
howed that sitting in a subway train decreased the entry time than sitting in the laboratory. Sim-
larly, Crease et al. [ 16 ] used task completion time and showed that walking and avoiding hazards
ogether decreased the task completion time. 
Most of the previous research has focused on mobility conditions, while a relatively small body
f literature has covered other contextual factors. The popularity of mobility conditions may be
xplained by the fact that different mobility conditions can be easily simulated by ensuring iden-
ical experimental settings across all sessions. On the other hand, social context and physical
CM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 30, No. 3, Article 36. Publication date: June 2023. 
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ontextual factors such as lighting level, temperature, or ambient noise are hard to control, and
hey can easily differ between sessions. 
Although mobility has been a popular contextual factor, there have been inconsistent findings
n its effect on typing speed and error rate. Several studies have shown that environment [ 54 ],
mbient light [ 60 ], and multitasking [ 59 ] did not affect typing speed and error rate. Jain and
alakrishnan [ 35 ] demonstrated that the presence of distraction increased typing speed. They com-
ented that the increase in typing speed might be related to higher attention caused by higher
istraction. 
Table 1 only encloses the most relevant studies to text entry. However, there is considerable

esearch on the effect of different contextual factors on the other task domains. Sarsenbayeva
t al. [ 58 ] and Goncalves et al. [ 28 ] showed the effect of ambient temperature on target selection
ime. Barnard et al. [ 6 , 7 ] compared low and high lighting levels for reading and searching tasks
nd indicated that there is a main effect of lighting level on task completion time and workload but
ot on error rate. Encumbrance also has a main effect on target selection accuracy and time [ 45 –
8 ]. Further detailed review on the effect of context on users’ performance can be found in our
ystematic review [ 2 ]. 

.3 Text Entry Studies in the Wild 

everal methods are used to detect texting errors in the wild which include the following: 

Using transcribed text. Palin et al. [ 53 ] conducted a study with considerably large number of
articipants. However, instead of allowing participants to enter free text during their daily ac-
ivities, they presented texts for participants to transcribe. Similarly, Reyal et al. [ 55 ] compared
wo different keyboard methods in the wild. Although participants used their own devices during
heir daily activities, they performed transcription tasks. Schlögl et al. [ 64 ] and Wimmer et al. [ 76 ]
sed game-based approaches to measure a large number of text entry metrics for different soft
eyboards. 

Using an offline lexicon. Evans and Wobbrock [ 21 ] aimed to measure desktop text entry per-
ormance in the wild. They used WPM, uncorrected, and corrected ERs. To detect errors and dis-
inguish between corrections and edits, they used an offline lexicon (English Lexicon Project). If
 word was in the lexicon, it was considered correct. Nicolau et al. [ 51 ] conducted a study with
lind users to observe their everyday typing behaviour on mobile devices. They used the Hunspell
exicon for error detection. 

Using a spell-checker. Komninos et al. [ 38 ] observed typing error and correction behaviour in the
ild. They used a spell-checker to classify errors as slight and severe concerning the suggestions
or entered text. Wong et al. [ 81 ] used Aspell for spelling error detection in chat records. 

Using an online query service. Evans and Wobbrock [ 21 ] used Bing API in addition to the offline
exicon. The API returned suggestions if the word is incorrect. They considered these suggestions
he intended words. Wong et al. [ 81 ] used an online resource to expand abbreviations. Varnhagen
t al. [ 74 ] used NetLingo and UrbanDictionary as helper services. 

Manual analysis. Battestini et al. [ 8 ] conducted an in-situ study to analyze text message topics.
hey analyzed whom the participants texted with, why they sent text messages and their thoughts
n text messaging. They manually categorized topics of conversation. Nicolau et al. [ 51 ] also man-
ally analyzed words that do not appear in the offline lexicon to detect text entry errors. 
Rodrigues et al. [ 56 ] compared transcription, composition, and passive sensing approaches in

erms of the effort of the participants, the effect on the typing behaviour, and the participants’
ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 30, No. 3, Article 36. Publication date: June 2023. 
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erception of privacy by conducting a study in the wild. They observed that the amount of ef-
ort put on the participants was the least for passive sensing and the most for composition tasks.
oreover, they ensured a policy that no raw data was collected during the study and provided

 mechanism to pause capturing data. These helped to create a perception of privacy and trust
mong the participants. On the other hand, the composition task, in which participants were asked
o compose a text describing their daily activities, caused more cognitive effort and privacy issues.
Using transcribed text in a controlled environment may increase the consistency of a study;
owever, these studies fail to cover real-world cases. On the other hand, detecting users’ intention
hen there is no task model, and users enter free text in daily settings is challenging [ 51 ]. Evans
nd Wobbrock [ 21 ], and Nicolau et al. [ 51 ] used offline lexicons to detect typing errors along with
ther resources such as an online search API or manual analysis. However, this method may not
e practical due to many out-of-vocabulary words for morphologically rich languages, such as
urkish [ 70 ]. Using offline lexicons fail when the text contains words changed with text-speak
or daily language. Toruno ̌glu and Eryi ̌git [ 70 ] carried out a study to normalize Turkish text on
ocial media. The transformations they applied on out-of-vocabulary tokens include letter case
ransformation, removal of character repetitions, transformations on emo style writing, proper
oun detection, deasciification, vowel restoration, and accent normalization. 
According to Evans and Wobbrock [ 21 ], if a participant deletes some characters and enters text

gain, there are two possibilities: participant either corrects an error or changes his/her mind to
nter a new word. They used a straightforward approach. If an online query returned suggestions
or removed words and reentered words matched with one of these suggestions, it was identified
s an error correction. Otherwise, it was considered an edit. Nicolau et al. [ 51 ] noted that blind
sers tend to correct errors as soon as possible. As a result, they needed to check incomplete words
ith final words to distinguish between errors and edits. First, they checked whether removed and
eentered characters were adjacent. If all characters were adjacent, it was considered an error cor-
ection. Then, they used Hunspell to retrieve spelling suggestions for the removed text. It was
onsidered an error correction if the final text was in the spelling suggestions. Finally, if the mini-
um string distance between deleted and final word was more than half of the words’ length, they
onsidered it an edit. Otherwise, it was considered an error correction. 
In summary, our literature review showed that the effect of the context on users’ typing per-

ormance had been investigated mainly in controlled settings. Conducting studies in the wild is
ssential to collect more realistic data on the tasks users do in their daily lives. Processing the text
ntries in daily lives requires a mechanism to measure typing performance automatically. There
ave been several attempts to achieve this; however, such studies remain narrow in focus dealing
nly with formal writing. Morphologically rich languages and daily texting language should also
e considered. 

 USER STUDY—IN THE WILD 

e conducted a user study in which we aimed to collect user performance data and corresponding
ontext factors in the wild. In general, we adopted the ESM [ 39 ] for context labels and automated
ollecting performance data. This section explains the methodology of our study in full detail. 

.1 Data Collection Framework 

e used the AWARE Framework for data collection [ 23 ]. AWARE is a framework that provides
ogging mechanisms for a variety of available sensors in Android devices. It also enables data col-
ection using ESM. One of the significant advantages of AWARE is that it is open-source, and
nyone can extend it for specific purposes. Moreover, it provides mechanisms to register and
CM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 30, No. 3, Article 36. Publication date: June 2023. 
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nregister to studies, pause and resume the data collection, disable data synchronization when
he battery level is low, or the smartphone is not connected to Wi-Fi, and monitor the studies. 
AWARE is a general-purpose framework and did not have certain features required within our

tudy. Therefore, we implemented several features on the AWARE framework for our study. First,
e embedded the informed consent form in the app and made it the opening page after installation
see “Online Repository” Section on page 1 ). The participants could participate in the study only
f they read and accepted the informed consent form. We also created a demographics form (see
ection 3.6 for the questions and available options). After participants registered in the study, we
sked them to complete this form once. The app retrieved sensor configurations in JSON format
rom a web service and configured the study automatically. Since we were interested in sensor
ata only when participants entered text, the app disabled all sensors and stopped recording when
he screen was off or locked. When the screen was on or unlocked, it again enabled sensors. This
ptimization helped us reduce bandwidth use and storage required for overall study data. We also
gnored the sensor data for the sessions that participants did not enter text. If a participant entered
ext longer than five characters, the app asked the participant to answer five questions about the
ontext. To not interrupt the participants during a task, the app showed these questions when the
articipants returned to the home screen. We removed all unnecessary permission requests by
isabling irrelevant modules, such as cameras or contacts. 
During the study, the app collected data from the following sensors: accelerometer, applications,

arometer, battery, communication, gravity, gyroscope, light, linear accelerometer, locations, mag-
etometer, proximity, rotation, screen, significant motion, telephony, and Wi-Fi. Moreover, after
ach keystroke, the text before and after the keystroke was recorded. The app did not take pictures,
apture videos or audio, collect passwords, or collect screen content. It also did not send messages
n behalf of the participants. 
We deployed the AWARE server application on METU NCC servers. The interaction between the

pp and the server was handled with the HTTPS protocol. We used this application for monitoring
nd data collection purposes. Finally, we created a web page for the study. 2 

.2 Methodological Decisions 

n general, we followed the guidelines provided by van Berkel et al. [ 73 ] and focused on having an
nobtrusive study as much as possible. We aimed to minimize participants’ burden; therefore, we
resented a set of options for each context dimension (details are given in the following section)
nd asked participants to select only one option for each question. With this approach, we avoided
ree text entry inputs. Each notification was triggered after a text entry event. If participants did
ot respond to questionnaires, they expired in 30 seconds and were removed from the notifica-
ion panel. This notification timeout aimed to ensure that the participants answered the questions
ithin the context of the text entry. We put at least 15 minutes between two questionnaires to not
verload participants, and participants received these questionnaires at most eight times a day. We
sked participants to keep the app installed for at least one week to capture context data during
ifferent daily activities. Finally, participants were informed that they could pause data collection
ny time they felt uncomfortable sharing their private data. 

.3 Context Labelling Questions 

n our systematic review, we investigated the effect of the context under five dimensions: physi-
al, temporal, social, task, and technical contexts [ 2 ]. We also reviewed the relevant ESM-based
esearch and collected the contextual factors used. Then, we combined our findings with our
 https://iam.ncc.metu.edu.tr/cabas- user- study/ , last access: 21.01.2022. 
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ystematic review. In this study, we investigated the effect of context based on the following di-
ensions: environment (physical context), mobility (physical context), social, multitasking (task
ontext), and distraction (task context). We used the following questions to collect context labels
n participants’ perspectives: 

—Which one of these best describes your current location? (environment) 

—Which one of these best describes your mobility condition? (mobility) 

—Which one of these best describes people around you? (social) 
—Did you handle any other task along with text entry? (multitasking) 

—Is there anything that interrupted/distracted your interaction with your mobile device?
(distractions) 

We provided a set of options for each question and asked participants to select only one option
t a time. For instance, the options for the environment consisted of indoors , outdoors , stairs , in a
ehicle , crosswalk , and others . These options are created based on our findings from the systematic
eview [ 2 ] and previously conducted ESM-based research studies. Overall options available for
hese questions are listed in Appendix B . 

.4 Procedure 

he participants were provided with a set of instructions for installing the app and registering for
he study. These instructions were published online on the user study page. 3 The participants had
o confirm that they read the consent form and voluntarily signed up for the study. Then, they
ere asked to fill a demographics form. After they completed this step, the app was activated to
ollect data. There was no specific task model; the participants interacted with their smartphones
ike they usually do. The app captured any text entered by the participants, such as while sending
 text message (i.e., Samsung Messages, Figure 1 (a)), composing an e-mail (i.e., Gmail, Figure 1 (b)),
r posting comments on social media (i.e., Instagram, Figure 1 (c)). During their interactions, the
pp asked them to answer a set of questions regarding the current context (Figure 1 (d)). The data
ynchronization process was fully automated; background services posted the data to the server
fter the interaction was completed. To quit the study, participants removed the app from their
martphones. The participants were rewarded with $10/70TL worth of a gift card from Amazon or
 preferred local shopping site if they completed the study for at least a week. 

.5 Administration 

his study was approved by the METU Applied Ethics Research Center with 516 ODTU 2019
rotocol number. 4 In the consent form, it was clearly stated that the participation was voluntary.
oreover, we also stated that we would not collect the content of the password fields and share
r publish the textual content collected during the study. We indicated that the data would be
valuated with an automated process for academic purposes only. We ensured that the questions
sed during the study would not include questions that would cause personal discomfort. We
tated that any participant could leave the study for any reason by just removing the app. Finally,
e explained how to pause and resume data collection if the participants had any privacy concerns.
We adopted the Snowball Sampling technique and started our user experiment with personal

ontacts on July 27th, 2020. Then we announced the study on social media including Facebook,
nstagram, and LinkedIn, and via various email groups. The study was designed to be conducted
ully remotely. We instructed participants if they had problems with the setup and warned them if
 https://iam.ncc.metu.edu.tr/cabas- user- study- instructions/ , last access: 21.01.2022. 
 http://ueam.metu.edu.tr/ , last access: 20.12.2021. 
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Fig. 1. Sample text entry activities captured and ESM question. 
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here was a problem with the data flow. We also notified them when one week period of the study
as over. The study was conducted and administered for 58 days and completed on September
2nd, 2020. 

.6 Participation and Demographics 

verall, 55 participants downloaded and installed our app on their devices. Seven participants
ither had a technical problem or decided not to participate in the study; thus, they uninstalled the
pp within the same day of installation. Other 48 participants kept the app installed from 3 days
o 10 days (mean is 7.3 days and median is 7 days). In our data analysis, we did not exclude any of
hese 48 participants’ data. 
Figure 2 shows the demographics of the participants. Among 48 participants, 29 were male,

nd 19 were female. A total of 23 participants were aged between 25 and 34, 19 participants were
8–24, 5 participants were 35–54, and 1 participant was over 55. The majority of the participants
40) used their right hands as their dominant hands. A total of 29 participants had Bachelor’s
egree, 9 had a Master’s Degree, 6 completed high/secondary school, and 4 had a Doctorate. A
otal of 43 participants have been using mobile devices for more than four years. 
Reported occupations included student (20), software engineer (7), teacher (5), biologist (2), ar-

hitect (2), data analytics manager (2), pilot (1), QA (1), business analyst (1), network admin (1),
ommunications manager (1), machine engineer (1), game designer (1), doctor (1), researcher (1),
nd DB admin (1). The majority of the participants (37) reported Turkish as their native language.
ther native languages were Turkmen (3), Arabic (2), Persian (1), Urdu (1), Korean (1), English
1), Hindi (1), and Dutch (1). Finally, participants sent data from different countries, including the
nited States, Senegal, Mauritania, Germany, Netherlands, Belgium, Greece, Russia, Turkmenistan,
ndia, Pakistan, Kyrgyzstan, and Kazakhstan. 
All participants were smartphone users. The device sizes ranged between 5.1 and 6.67 inches

mean: 5.9, median: 6.0). None of the participants were excluded due to the device size. The di-
ersity of the device types was unexpectedly high. Participants used 37 different models of eight
ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 30, No. 3, Article 36. Publication date: June 2023. 
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Fig. 2. Demographic data. 
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rands and five different SDK versions. The keyboard apps used by the participants were Samsung
eyboard (18), Gboard—the Google Keyboard (17), and Microsoft SwiftKey Keyboard (12). Table 14
n Appendix C provides a summary of participants’ devices. 
We asked our participants to ignore all of the context labelling questions whenever they felt that
aying attention to the questions would cause safety problems, such as while driving. The overall
ompliance rate to the context labelling questions is 55.32%. Maximum and minimum compliance
ates among 48 participants are 100.00% and 2.34%, respectively, and the mean compliance rate
mong the participants is 58.68% (standard deviation is 27.56%, and median is 65.22%). Figure 3
llustrates the histogram for participants’ context labels. 
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Fig. 3. Histogram for participants’ context labels. 

Table 2. Participants’ Responses to 
Whether They Made a Typing Error 

in the Current Session 

Participants’ response Count Percent (%) 

No 787 76.93 

Yes 158 15.44 

Maybe 78 7.62 

Table 3. Responses to Typing Error Causes 

Cause of Typing Error Count Percent (%) 

No particular reason 142 60.17 

Something that interrupts me 16 6.78 

Other task I am busy with 15 6.36 

My current mobility situation 15 6.36 

People around me 11 4.66 

My current location 10 4.24 

Multiple of these 5 2.12 

Other 18 7.63 

No response 4 1.69 
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.7 Participants’ Self Evaluation on Typing Errors 

fter context labelling questions, we asked participants who had deleted any text during the cur-
ent session whether they had made a typing error. Table 2 presents the participants’ responses to
his question. According to this table, the majority of text removals were not caused by a typing
rror. 
If the participants selected yes or maybe options, we asked a further question regarding the cause
f this typing error. Table 3 illustrates the participants’ responses to this question. The participants
ndicated that there was no particular reason for their typing error in the majority of the cases. 

 USER PERFORMANCE MODELLING: DETECTION AND CORRECTION 

s can be seen from the previous section, instead of transcribing the given text, in our study,
articipants entered text to complete their daily tasks without having a predefined task model. This
ection explains the techniques employed to process user data, and evaluate the users’ performance
nd in particular, the techniques used to assess the users’ typing errors and corrections. 
ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 30, No. 3, Article 36. Publication date: June 2023. 
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Fig. 4. Sample actions and corresponding data collected via the AWARE framework. 
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.1 Data Model 

he AWARE Framework logs the keyboard events at the character level and adopts the transcrip-
ion sequence paradigm by capturing the entire transcription after every keyboard action [ 85 ]. A
eyboard log is recorded for every keyboard interaction that either inserts or removes a character.
igure 4 illustrates the table columns for the keyboard logs and sample data for single character
nsertion (Figure 4 (a)), single character deletion (Figure 4 (b)), multiple character insertion (auto-
ompletion, Figure 4 (c)), and substitution (auto-correction, Figure 4 (d)). The columns include the
imestamp of the keyboard event, an ID for interacting users, and the package name of the app
sed during the keyboard event. Moreover, the text just before the keyboard event and the text
ust after the keyboard event are also logged in two separate columns. A boolean field indicates
f the field that the text entered is a password field. The AWARE Framework masks the text en-
ered into password fields; therefore, it does not collect the password phrases. We used this field
o ignore such phrases in the overall process. Finally, we added a boolean field to indicate if the
ser is entering or deleting text. Using this data model, it is possible to generate the input stream
nd distinguish between the type of actions by comparing two consecutive transactions. If the
imultaneous actions edit discontiguous parts of the text, they are considered as substitution [ 85 ].
CM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 30, No. 3, Article 36. Publication date: June 2023. 
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.2 Trial Identification and Tokenization 

vans and Wobbrock [ 21 ] and Nicolau et al. [ 51 ] refer to the set of keyboard interactions when
articipants complete a single task as trials, as in the laboratory experiments. To analyze data
ystematically, we have also applied several steps to segment overall keyboard data into trials. First,
he overall text input stream was grouped by the participants, and then the timestamp values sorted
he keyboard data list of each participant in ascending order. Then, iterating over the keyboard
ata lists, we compared two consecutive keyboard data to check if a new trial had started. If the
articipant switched to another app, we considered a new trial. Finally, we compared before text
nd current text values of two consecutive keyboard data. For instance, if a non-empty current text
as followed by an empty before text, it indicated that the user either submitted or cleared the text
ust entered, and a new trial started. Unlike Evans and Wobbrock [ 21 ], and Nicolau et al. [ 51 ], we
id not use screen events for starting a new trial since they may indicate an interception due to
ontext. However, we adopted Evans and Wobbrock [ 21 ] and Nicolau et al. [ 51 ]’s approach to detect
auses. In summary, we calculated the mean time interval between keyboard events and added
hree standard deviations to obtain a threshold. Using the dataset obtained from 48 participants,
e calculated that the mean difference between two successive non-backspaces or backspaces
as 285 ms, a non-backspace following a backspace was 742 ms, and a backspace following a non-
ackspace was 899 ms. After adding three standard deviations to each mean value, we had 2,346
s, 9,867 ms, and 23,189 ms, respectively, as the pause segmentation times. Overall, we segmented
38,431 keyboard interaction data into 42,018 trials. 

4.2.1 Trial Validation. We excluded the trials if they only included a URL, a numeric value, a
assword, or a text with less than five characters. Moreover, since our participants entered text in
ny language they like, we also applied language criteria. We used Apache Tika tika-langdetect
ackage 5 and language-detector library 6 for language detection. We ignored the trials other than
urkish and English. The text language was used later to determine the proper resource to check
f a token was correct or a typing error. Details are given below. Overall, we excluded 9,497 (22.6%)
rials. 

4.2.2 Tokenization and Token Selection. We tokenized the trials by using the whitespaces. We
id not use punctuation characters in tokenization to detect typing errors caused by uninten-
ional punctuation characters between the tokens. However, we removed punctuation characters
nd emojis at the end of the tokens. Some types of tokens serve a particular purpose in the text;
owever, they are out-of-vocabulary due to their structural appearance. They are very prevalent,
specially in social media, and can be listed as follows [ 20 ]: 

—URLs 
—E-mail addresses 
—Mentions (i.e., @mention) 
—Hashtags (i.e., #hashtag) 
—Emojis (i.e., :D) 
—Vocatives (i.e., hahaha 7 ) 

In addition to these, we recognized serial numbers (one or two upper case letters followed by
 set of numeric characters), websites or domain names (i.e., metu.edu.tr), and file names with
xtensions (i.e., sample.pdf). We used regular expressions to check if a token matched with one
 https://tika.apache.org/ , last access: 29.09.2021. 
 https://github.com/optimaize/language-detector , last access: 29.09.2021. 
 Turkish word equivalent to lol in English. 
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Table 4. Overview of the Dataset in Terms of Trials and Actions 

Size Min Max Mean Median Std. Dev Overall 
Keystrokes in trials 32,301 5 325 23.56 18.00 20.40 760,980 
Characters entered in trials 32,301 5 302 24.31 19.00 19.34 785,383 
Participants’ daily trials 384 1 1,220 84.12 38.00 121.05 32,301 
Participants’ overall trials 48 46 3,307 672.94 369.50 776.84 32,301 
Insertions 48 800 68,018 14,508.79 9,305.00 16,548.20 696,422 
Deletions 48 55 4,830 1,151.21 652.50 1,328.65 55,258 
Substitutions 48 0 761 108.23 28.00 173.46 5,195 
Auto completions 48 0 952 73.60 27.00 162.18 3,533 
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f these cases. When our implementation found a match, it excluded the token from the dataset,
imilar to Han and Baldwin [ 31 ]. We excluded 4,574 tokens and had 135,254 valid tokens overall
ith 38,768 distinct tokens. Table 4 illustrates an overview of the dataset in terms of trials and
ctions after trial and token validations. 

.3 Error Detection 

he previous section explained how we segmented the input stream into trials and tokenized each
rial. The next step was to process these tokens to calculate the performance metrics. First, we
eeded to identify if a token had a typing error. Then, we had to distinguish between typing error
orrections and edits when participants removed some characters and reentered new text. The
nal transcribed text does not contain the removed part when a user corrects a typing error. As a
esult, typing speed also decreases while the error rate increases. On the other hand, when users
hange their minds and decide to write something else, the overall transcribed text also includes
he removed part as it was written intentionally. In this case, there is no adverse effect on typing
peed and error rate. Therefore, we had to distinguish between these two cases to measure better
he metrics related to typing speed. 
Algorithm 1 represents the pseudocode to validate a token. To check if a token has a typing

rror, we used several resources. First, we used Hunspell spellchecker [ 44 ] as it has been widely
sed in similar studies and supports multiple languages, including Turkish. Moreover, we checked
f a token appeared in METU Turkish Corpus [ 63 ], a collection of 2 million words of Turkish text.
inally, we used the spellchecker implementation of the Zemberek project [ 3 ]. We only used METU
urkish Corpus and spellchecker of Zemberek if the participant’s native language or text language
as Turkish. If a token was identified as correct in one of these tools, it was accepted as a correct
ord without any typing error. In addition to these, we used several resources for lookup purposes.
hese resources include location names and country codes [ 86 ], Turkish abbreviations, 8 and a set
f Turkish slang and text speak words [ 20 ]. Finally, we used Hunspell and Zemberek suggestions
or vowel restoration. 
Daily conversations or social media posts may also include some out-of-vocabulary but valid
ords, such as brand names, social media accounts, or technical terms. Even if a user intends
o type such words, offline resources fail to identify these words as correct. Therefore, we used
ing Spell Check and Search APIs, similar to Evans and Wobbrock [ 21 ]. To reduce the number
f calls to these APIs, we only sent requests for tokens that offline tools could not recognize.
oreover, we did not send the overall text content of the trial for the spell checking; we only sent

 single token at a time. Finally, we used additional query options such as filtering results for Urban
 https://tdk.gov.tr/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/K%c4%b1saltmalar _ Dizini.pdf, last access: 02.10.2021. 
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ALGORITHM 1 : Algorithm to Validate a Token 

Require: token � “ ”
1: procedure isValid ( token, lanд) 
2: hu nsp el l Instanc e ← Hu nsp el l .instance (lanд) 
3: if hu nsp el l Instance .i sV ali d (tok en) then return TRUE 
4: end if 

5: if lanд = “ tr ” then 

6: if ze mb e re k .is V alid (tok en) then return TRUE 
7: else if me tuC orpus .is V alid (tok en) then return TRUE 
8: else if ad d re s s Looku p .c ontains (toke n) then return TRUE 
9: else if ab b re vi ati onLooku p .c ont ains (t oken) then return TRUE 
10: else if t ext S peak Look u p .c ontains (token) then return TRUE 
11: end if 

12: else if lanд = “ en ” then 

13: if t ext S peak Look u p .c ontains (token) then return TRUE 
14: end if 

15: end if 

16: if Binд.qu ery (token, op tions = “ sp el l c hec k : tru e ”) � EMPTY then return TRUE 
17: else if Binд.qu ery (token, op ti ons = “ si t e : t u renд.c om ”) � EMPTY then return TRUE 
18: else if Binд.qu ery (token, op ti ons = “ si te : urbandi cti onary.com ”) � EMPTY then return TRUE 
19: end if 

return FALSE 
20: end procedure 
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ictionary 9 and Tureng Multilingual Dictionary 10 sites to retrieve specific search results. Urban
ictionary is a crowdsourced resource and can be used to check the words in English slang and
aily language [ 75 ]. Tureng Dictionary is a Turkish and English dictionary [ 72 ], and it makes use
f resources in many different fields, such as engineering, law, and medicine. 
Overall, we combined the approaches of Evans and Wobbrock [ 21 ], Nicolau et al. [ 51 ], and
oruno ̌glu and Eryi ̌git [ 70 ]. To check if a token is valid in the corresponding language, we mainly
ollowed the approaches of Evans and Wobbrock [ 21 ] and Nicolau et al. [ 51 ], except for the manual
nalysis. To identify text-speak words, we followed Toruno ̌glu and Eryi ̌git [ 70 ]. Moreover, we
onverted the words to lower, upper and proper noun cases and checked if they were valid. We
pplied a set of transition rules on the tokens. For instance, we removed repeating characters and
hecked if the resulting word was valid. Table 5 presents these rules with corresponding algorithms
nd examples. If the transformed word was valid, then it was accepted as correct. 
We considered the following cases as typing errors: 

—transposition errors (i.e., cont[xe]t), 
—punctuation marks separating two words without any whitespace (i.e., context[.]factor), 
—invalid tokens becoming valid after changing some characters with adjacent characters on
the keyboard (i.e., cont[r]xt), 

—tokens with missing or extra characters with respect to Hunspell and Zemberek suggestions
(i.e., cont[]xt, conte[r]xt), 

—one of the adjacent characters to spacebar separating two words (i.e., context[n]factor), 
—two consecutive words as a token without any whitespace (i.e., context[]factor). 
 https://w w w.urbandictionar y.com/ , last access: 14.01.2022. 
0 https://tureng.com/ , last access: 14.01.2022. 
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Table 5. Token Validation Rules 

Rule Description Algorithm Examples 

Case 
alternatives 

Tokens that become valid after 
converting to lower, upper, and 
proper noun cases 

1. return i sV ali d (toLow e r (toke n) ) 
or i sV ali d (toU p p e r (toke n) ) 
or i sV ali d (toP r oper (token) ) 

en. 
tr. 
en. 

usa → USA 
ankara → Ankara 
COME → come 

Dialectical or 
accent use 

Tokens that are written in 
informal forms in text speak 
and become valid after applying 
dialectical and accent 
transitions 

1. d S et ← {d ialectS et }
2. t Set ← {t ransit ionSet }
3. for i = 0; i < d S e t .le nд th; i ++ do 
4. . . . if to ken . co nta ins (d S et [ i] ) then 
5. . . . . . . to ken . r epla ce (d S et [ i] , t Set [ i] )
6. . . . . . . if i sV ali d (tok en) then 
7. . . . . . . . . . return true
8. return f als e 

tr. 

tr. 

tr. 

en. 

yapcaz → yapacağız 
(we will do) 
yapıyom → yapıyorum 

(I am doing) 
yapmicam → 

yapmayacağım (I won’t do) 
goin → going 

Repeating 
characters 

Tokens that become valid after 
removing repetitive characters, 
that are generally used for 
expressing emotions 

1. for i = 1; i < to ken . lenдth ; i ++ do 
2. . . . if token[ i] = token[ i − 1] then 
3. . . . . . . n ← to ken . r emo ve (i )
4. . . . . . . if i sV ali d (n) then return true
5. return f als e 

tr. 
en. 

evettttt → evet (yes) 
hiiiii → hi 

Deascii- 
fication 

Tokens that become valid after 
applying deasciification, to 
detect use of “i”, “o”, “u”, “c”, “g”, 
and “s” instead of “ı”, “ö”, “ü”, 
“ç”, “ğ”, and “ş” characters 

1. a scii ← { i, o , u , c , д , s }
2. tr ← {ı, ö, ü, ç, ğ, ş}
3. for i = 0; i < asci i .le nд th; i ++ do 
4. . . . d ← to ken . r epla ce (a sci i [ i ] , tr [ i ] )
5. . . . if i sV ali d (d ) then return true
6. return f als e 

tr. 

tr. 

Turkce → Türkçe 
(Turkish) 
isik → ışık (light) 

English and 
French words 

English and French words in a 
non-English or non-French text 

1. return i sV ali d (tok e n, “ e n ”) or 
i sV ali d (tok en, “ f r ”)

en. 
en. 
fr. 

playlist 
data 
voilà

Proper nouns Proper nouns with missing 
apostrophes, generally ignored 
in text speak 

1. for i = 1; i < to ken . lenдth ; i ++ do 
2. . . . n ← to ken . p u t (i, “ ′ ”)
3. . . . if i sV ali d (n) then return true
4. return f als e 

tr. 
tr. 
en. 
en. 

Elginin → Elgin’in 
Ankaraya → Ankara’ya 
Elgins → Elgin’s 
Ill → I’ll 

Phonetic 
substitution 

Tokens that are intentionally 
corrupted by replacing some 
characters with phonetically 
similar forms or nonalphabe-tic 
characters 

1. p Set ← {p honetic Ru leSet }
2. t Set ← {t ransit ionSet }
3. for i = 0; i < pSe t .le nд th; i ++ do 
4. . . . if to ken . co nta ins (pSe t [ i] ) then 
5. . . . to ken . r epla ce (d S et [ i] , t Set [ i] )
6. . . . . . . if i sV ali d (tok en) then 
7. . . . . . . . . . return true
8. return f als e 

tr. 

tr. 
tr. 
tr. 

en. 

kardeshim → kardeşim 

(my sister/brother) 
qanqa → kanka (dude) 
$eker → Şeker (Sugar) 
yawrum → yavrum 

(my little one) 
c@ → cat 

Misspelled 
conjunction 

Tokens that ends with a 
frequently misspelled 
conjunction 

1. for c in con jun ct ion Set do 
2. . . . if to ken . endsW ith (c ) and 

i sV ali d (tok e n .r e move (s ) , “ tr ”) 
3. . . . . . . then return true
4. return f als e 

tr. 

tr. 

tamammı→ tamam mı (is 
it OK) 
alırmısın? → alır mısın? 
(would you take?) 

Frequents Frequent spelling mistakes 1. f mSet ← {f r equent Mist ak esS et }
2. return f mSet . co nta ins (to ken)

tr. 
en. 

yalnış→ yanlış (wrong) 
succesful → successful 

Removing 
vowels 

Tokens constructed by 
removing vowels from a valid 
token 

1. s uд д e s ts ← s uд д e s t ions (toke n)
2. for s in suддests do 
3. . . . if toke n = s .r e move V ow e ls ()
4. . . . . . . then return true
5. return f als e 

tr. 
tr. 
en. 

tmm → tamam (OK) 
slm → selam (hi) 
msg → message 

Neologism Non-Turkish words followed by 
a Turkish suffix 

1. for s in suf f ixSet do 
2. . . . if to ken . endsW ith (s ) and 

i sV ali d (tok e n .r e move (s ), “ e n ”)
3. . . . . . . then return true
4. return f als e 

tr. 
tr. 
tr. 
tr. 

hack-lemek (hacking) 
item-ler (items) 
edit-lemek (editing) 
pick-leyip (picking) 
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To distinguish between edits and error corrections, we first checked for adjacent character errors
imilar to Nicolau et al. [ 51 ]. For this purpose, we modified the minimum string distance calcula-
ion to accept two characters as equal if they are adjacent on the keyboard. If this new distance
alue is zero but removed and reentered texts are different, it is accepted as a correction of adjacent
haracter error. In addition to the method of Nicolau et al. [ 51 ], we also checked for transposition,
issing and extra character, bounce (repetition), and wrong character errors. We detected the dif-
erence between removed and reentered text. If the removed text segment is the reverse of the
eentered text segment, it is considered a correction of a transposition error. If the removed text
egment and reentered text segment have only one character, it is considered missing, extra, or
rong character error. If the removed text segment is a repetition of a single character, it is consid-
red a bounce error correction. We observed that unintentional space characters and punctuation
ere commonly corrected. Finally, we applied suggestion checks similar to Nicolau et al. [ 51 ], and
vans and Wobbrock [ 21 ]. 
According to Zhang et al. [ 84 ], using auto-correction could help to prevent typos; while, it may

lso result in typos. Unfortunately, Nicolau et al. [ 51 ] and Evans and Wobbrock [ 21 ] did not con-
ider the effect of auto-correction on typing errors. If the user removed an auto-corrected text, we
onsidered it as an error correction. We also checked if the removed text is valid. If so, we consid-
red it as an edit. Finally, we calculated the edit distance between removed and reentered text. If
he edit distance is more than half of the lengths of both texts, we considered it an edit. Otherwise,
t was classified as an error correction. According to Arif and Stuerzlinger [ 4 ]’s experiments, half
f the users correct typing errors immediately (character-level), and the other half correct after
 few keystrokes (word-level). The majority of the users that apply word-level correction correct
fter two to five characters. For this reason, we applied this method to both in-text and end-of-text
eplacements. 
Algorithm 2 represents the pseudocode to distinguish between error corrections and edits. The

orresponding procedure accepts non-empty removed and reentered text and a boolean value to
ndicate whether an auto-correction event occurred within the removed text’s typing process. We
ompared the current text with the before text value to check this. If the minimum string distance
etween the current text and the before text is more than one, it indicates either an auto-complete
r an auto-correction. If the current text starts with the before text, it is an auto-complete event
see Figure 4 (c)); otherwise, it is an auto-correction event (see Figure 4 (d)). 
Out of 21,683 text changes, we classified 18,192 (83.9%) error corrections and 3,491 (16.1%) edits.
articipants corrected errors 379 times on average (standard deviation: 480.62, median: 204.5) and
dited 72 times (standard deviation is 82.81, median is 46). 

.4 Evaluation 

efore using our findings to investigate the effect of context on users’ typing performance, we had
o evaluate our error detection implementation. Due to our commitments in the consent form (see
ection 3.5 ), we conducted a follow-up study with the same participants in our first user study and
sked them to evaluate our implementation on the data they sent during the first experiment. As
e have indicated in the consent form, we only automatically processed their data. 

4.4.1 Procedure. In this follow-up study, we automatically prepared Excel files that included
ser data and our system’s classification typing error and correction. These files are used to collect
sers’ feedback such that we could compare users’ feedback with the system’s classification. This
tudy mainly included the following three parts: 

(1) Invitation: We sent invitation e-mails to the participants who provided their e-mail ad-
dresses (46 participants). We briefly explained the purpose of the study and asked the
ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 30, No. 3, Article 36. Publication date: June 2023. 
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ALGORITHM 2 : Algorithm to distinguish between error corrections and edits 

Require: re move d � “” , re e nte re d � “” 
1: procedure errorCorrectionOrEdit ( re move d, re e nte re d, autoC orre ction) 
2: ms d ad j ← MSD ad j (re move d, re e nte re d ) � Adjacent characters are accepted as equal in MSD 

3: if msd ad j = 0 thenreturn CORRECTION � Adjacent character error 
4: else if st art sW it h (removed, “ z” ) and st art sW it hU p p erc ase (r eenter ed ) 

and st art sW it h (t oLower Case (r eenter ed ), toLower Case (r emoveFir st (r emoved ) ) ) then 

return CORRECTION � Failing to switch to uppercase error 
5: end if 

6: re move d dif f ← дe tDi f f e re nce r e move d (re move d, re e nte re d ) � Consider only the difference 
7: re e nte re d dif f ← дe tDi f f e re nce r e e nte r e d (re move d, re e nte re d ) 
8: if re move d dif f = re ve rs e (re e nte re d dif f ) then 

return CORRECTION � Transposition error 
9: else if removeSpaces( re move d dif f ) = re move Sp ac e s (re e nte re d dif f ) then 

return CORRECTION � Missing space error 
10: else if removeRepeatedChars( re move d dif f ) = re move Re pe ate dC hars (re e nte re d dif f ) then 

return CORRECTION � Bounce error 
11: else if le nдth (re move d dif f ) = 0 and le nдth (re e nte re d dif f ) = 1 then 

return CORRECTION � Missing character error 
12: else if le nдth (re move d dif f ) = 1 and le nдth (re e nte re d dif f ) = 0 then 

return CORRECTION � Extra character error 
13: else if le nдth (re move d dif f ) = 1 and le nдth (re e nte re d dif f ) = 1 then 

return CORRECTION � Wrong character error 
14: else if дe tHuns pe l l Suд д e s tions (re move d ).contains (re e nte re d ) then 

return CORRECTION 

15: else if дe tZe mb e re kNormali zati ons (re move d ).contains (re e nte re d ) then 

return CORRECTION 

16: else if autoCor r ect ion and st art sW it h (reent er ed, be f or eCor r ection(r emoved )) then 

return CORRECTION � Auto-correction error 
17: else if MSD (re move d, re e nte re d ) > (le nдth (re move d ) + le nдth (re e nte re d ) ) / 4 then 

return EDIT � Edit by distance 
18: else if ! autoCor r ecti on and i sV ali d (removed ) then 

return EDIT � Edit by removing a correct word 
19: end if 

return CORRECTION 

20: end procedure 
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participants to reply if they agree to participate voluntarily in the follow-up study. We did
not offer compensation for this follow-up study. For the analysis of this evaluation, the
participants were asked to permit to process the responses manually. They were free to
leave the study anytime they wanted. Moreover, we asked them to remove any text from
the file without changing the row order if they feel uncomfortable sharing it. 

(2) Uncorrected Error Detection Task: For the first section, we randomly selected 10 words
that our system classified as correct and 10 words that our system classified as typing er-
rors. These were automatically chosen. Next, we listed the overall text participant entered
with the selected words and asked participants to enter “F ” if they think they made a typo
and “T ” otherwise. 

(3) Edits & Error Correction Detection Task: In the second section, we selected 10 cases
classified as edit and 10 cases classified as error correction. These were again automat-
ically chosen. Next, we listed the overall text participant entered with the removed and
CM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 30, No. 3, Article 36. Publication date: June 2023. 
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Table 6. Evaluation Results of the Follow-Up Study 

Proposed Approach Nicolau et al. [ 51 ] Evans and Wobbrock [ 21 ] 

Error 
Detection 

Error Corr. 
Detection 

Error 
Detection 

Error Corr. 
Detection 

Error 
Detection 

Error Corr. 
Detection 

Accuracy 0.797 0.761 0.661 0.744 0.651 0.460 

Sensitivity 0.818 0.726 0.979 0.671 0.839 0.234 

Specificity 0.789 0.849 0.536 0.918 0.577 0.993 

Precision 0.603 0.922 0.453 0.951 0.438 0.987 

F1 Score 0.694 0.782 0.620 0.760 0.576 0.525 
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reentered texts and asked participants to enter “F ” if they think they corrected an error
and “T ” otherwise. 

4.4.2 Material. For both sections, we only selected Turkish and English texts. To help partic-
pants to remember the context, we provided the overall text participant entered. Moreover, we
elected the texts with at least three words. For the words and cases to be evaluated, we selected
he words with at least three characters. The Excel files were created automatically and sent to
articipants without manual revision. 
We did not provide the verdict of our system in the Excel file that we sent to participants.
oreover, the words and cases were randomly listed in the Excel file so that participants could
ot predict the system verdict. In a separate file, we saved the system verdict in the same order in
he Excel file. We asked participants not to change the order of the words and cases to match the
ystem verdict with the participant response. We provided the instructions with relevant examples
o better guide the participants. 

4.4.3 Study Duration and Participation. We sent the initial invitation on April 13th, 2021. As of
pril 19th, 2021, we sent the Excel files to all participants who responded positively. The overall
valuation process was completed on May 15th, 2021. 30 of 46 participants agreed to participate
n the follow-up study. We had to eliminate one participant since there was not enough text in
urkish and English. One participant changed their mind and decided not to participate due to
heir busy schedule. Two participants did not respond after we sent the Excel file. Overall, we
eceived evaluation results from 26 participants. 

4.4.4 Results. We compared participants’ responses to the system verdict and calculated the
ystem accuracy. We also implemented the approaches proposed by Evans and Wobbrock [ 21 ]
nd Nicolau et al. [ 51 ] to compare our results with the literature. Table 6 presents the evaluation
esults. According to these results, our system has higher accuracy than Evans and Wobbrock [ 21 ],
nd Nicolau et al. [ 51 ]’s approaches. They are more sensitive since they classify the words that do
ot appear in offline lexicon and online quer y ser vices. On the other hand, this results in lower
pecificity. 
We created confusion matrixes to analyze the results of the evaluation. When deciding on the

rror rule set, one of our assumptions was that there must be a space character after punctuation
haracters. Our system classified 26 cases as typing errors in the evaluation dataset. However, par-
icipants labelled 21 of these cases as correctly spelt text. Moreover, we used Hunspell suggestions
nd Tureng query results, which resulted in 10 and 13 incorrect classifications, respectively. 
We compared removed text with the reentered text of the same length to detect edits and error

orrections similar to Evans and Wobbrock [ 21 ], and Nicolau et al. [ 51 ]. However, this resulted in
igher string distances in case of unintentional or missing characters. Moreover, we assumed that
f the removed text consists of valid words, it was an edit. Unfortunately, participants labelled 29
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Table 7. Evaluation Results of the Revised System 

Error Detection Error Correction Detection 
Accuracy 0.913 0.871
Sensitivity 0.923 0.881
Specificity 0.909 0.849
Precision 0.800 0.935
F1 Score 0.857 0.813
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f such cases as error correction. Finally, we observed that auto-completed text replacement might
ot indicate an error correction in all cases. 
Based on these observations, we updated the above rules to increase the system’s accuracy. For

rror detection, we accepted commonly made mistakes as correct since the participants may have
ritten them intentionally (i.e., tommorow-tomorrow (English) or lavobo-lavabo (Turkish)). More-
ver, we assumed that punctuations should follow the last word without a space character, and
 space character must be inserted after the punctuation. However, some participants stated that
hey either put no space character after the punctuation or intentionally put a space character
efore the punctuation. Finally, we assumed that if a participant used any Turkish characters in
 trial, any deasciified character corresponds to a typing error. However, we observed that some
articipants deasciified specific Turkish characters while using the others without deasciification.
herefore, we relaxed this assumption. To distinguish between error detection and edits, we cal-
ulated the edit distance between the removed text and the reentered text with the same length.
owever, this method failed with the missing character problems. We moved forward in the reen-
ered text as long as the edit distance decreased. In some cases, the participants unintentionally
apped on adjacent characters while switching to uppercase mode. We implemented a rule for
hese cases. Finally, we assumed that it was an edit if both removed and reentered text were cor-
ect words. However, the participant responses showed that it was not a valid assumption. After
hese changes, we compared the new verdicts with the participant responses. Table 7 presents the
valuation results of the modified system. 
This section began by describing error and edit/correction detection mechanisms. It went on

o describe the process of the follow-up study to evaluate these mechanisms and their results.
he following section presents the statistical procedures and the results obtained from them to
nvestigate the effect of context on user performance by using the data we collected in our main
ser study explained in Section 3 . 

 THE EFFECT OF THE CONTEXT ON USER PERFORMANCE 

fter we completed error and edit/error correction detection mechanisms and evaluated them, we
nvestigated the effect of the context on user performance in text entry tasks. This section explains
he procedure and results of this investigation. 

.1 Design and Procedure 

n Section 2.1 , the metrics for typing performance were identified. We used those four metrics
n our investigation as dependent variables. We calculated the total error rate for ER metric by
umming up the corrected and uncorrected error rates. Moreover, we accepted intentional errors
ue to text-speak as correct and did not include them in the ER calculation. For independent vari-
bles, we used participants’ responses to context labels in five dimensions: environment, mobility,
ocial, multitasking, and distraction. Table 8 shows the groups for the independent variables and
orresponding context labels. We excluded the participants’ data from the dataset of the contexts
CM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 30, No. 3, Article 36. Publication date: June 2023. 
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Table 8. Independent Variables and Corresponding Context Labels 

Context Groups Options 
Environment Indoor Indoors, In vehicle 

Outdoor Outdoors, Crosswalk 
Mobility Stable Lying down, Sitting, Standing 

Mobile Walking, Running 
Social Alone Alone 

Not Alone With 2–4 friends/family members/colleagues, With a 
friend/family member/colleague, With more than 4 
friends/family members/colleagues, With strangers (crowded), 
With strangers (not crowded) 

Multitasking Nothing Nothing 
Multitasking I am carrying a box/bag/other, I am doing home-activities 

(cleaning, cooking, etc), I am having a conversation with 
someone around me, I am having breakfast/lunch/dinner, I am 

shopping, I am trying to avoid collision while walking, I am 

working, Multiple of these 
Distractions Nothing Nothing 

Multitasking I am in a hurry, I am interrupted by someone, I am interrupted 
by something unexpected, I need to check something from time 
to time, There are obstacles/people/cars on walking path, 
Multiple of these 
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f the participant’s context labels did not include samples for two groups. For instance, if partic-
pants did not provide samples for both indoor and outdoor groups, we excluded their data from
ll statistical calculations regarding environment context. We calculated the performance metrics
or each sample and associated them with the contextual labels users have assigned. 
Our study did not provide a predefined task. The participants have interacted with their smart-
hones as in their daily lives. Some participants have spent more time with their smartphones
nd entered text more than the others. Figure 5 illustrates the histogram for the number of tri-
ls each participant made during the study. Moreover, a Kruskal-Wallis H test showed that there
as a statistically significant difference between the participants’ performances, in terms of WPM

 χ 2 (47) = 6923.066, p < 0.0001), KSPS ( χ 2 (47) = 8563.796, p < 0.0001), KSPC ( χ 2 (47) = 1630.444, p
 0.0001), and ER ( χ 2 (47) = 1156.542, p < 0.0001). Comparing the samples of each context group
n such an unbalanced data could cause biases in the results. Therefore, we calculated mean and
edian values of each metric for all participants under different context groups. 
Further statistical analysis showed that typing speed metrics (WPM and KSPS) were normally
istributed for most participant and context group pairs. In contrast, error rate metrics (KSPC and
R) significantly deviated from a normal distribution for all participant and context group pairs.
he histograms for both KSPC and ER were in the long tail form. A KSPC value of 1 means no
orrection and corresponds to 56.1% of the cases in the data. Similarly, an ER value of 0 means
o uncorrected typing error and corresponds to 59.5% of the cases. WPM and KSPS, on the other
and, had no such values that dominated the sample. Moreover, WPM and KSPS were measured
ased on the text length and duration of the corresponding trial. On the contrary, KSPC and ER
ere calculated based on our error detection implementation results. The mean for these metrics
ould result in a poor estimate of central tendency, while the median would yield more valid
esults [ 11 ]. As a result, we used the mean values of WPM and KSPS and median values of KSPC
nd ER to investigate context effects on user performance. In our statistical analysis, the value of
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Fig. 5. Histogram for participants’ sample sizes. 
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ach performance metric under one context group was compared to the other group in a pairwise
anner on each context dimension. Therefore, the p-value was adjusted using the Bonferroni
orrection method to reduce Type-I errors [ 43 ] and divided by the number of pairwise comparisons
0.05/5 = 0.01). 
Our statistical analysis first checked if the data were normally distributed for all groups for each

ontext factor. We conducted Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk tests. We used the Wilcoxon
igned-Rank Test when the test results showed that the data significantly deviated from a normal
istribution. Otherwise, we used Paired T-Test to compare the user performance under two context
actors. All tests were conducted in 95% confidence intervals. 

.2 Research Questions 

e addressed the following research questions in our investigation: 

R1 – Environment: Does being in an outdoor environment affect text entry performance in

terms of typing speed (WPM and KSPS), and error rate (KSPC and ER) compared to being in

an indoor environment? 

R2 – Mobility: Does walking affect text entry performance in terms of typing speed (WPM and

KSPS), and error rate (KSPC and ER) compared to being stable? 

R3 – Social context: Does the presence of other people around affect text entry performance in

terms of typing speed (WPM and KSPS), and error rate (KSPC and ER) compared to being

alone? 

R4 – Multitasking: Does multitasking affect text entry performance in terms of typing speed

(WPM and KSPS), and error rate (KSPC and ER) compared to having no multitasking? 

R5 – Distractions: Does the presence of distractions affect text entry performance in terms

of typing speed (WPM and KSPS), and error rate (KSPC and ER) compared to having no

distractions? 

.3 Results 

ables 9 and 10 present the results of our investigation. Table 11 summarizes these results for each
ontext and performance metric. 
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Table 9. Paired T-Test Results for the Effect of Context on Users’ Mean WPM and KSPS Values 

Context Metric Group N Mean Median Std. dev. Results 

Environment WPM Indoor 31 41.832 41.975 6.834 t(30) = 0.499, p = 0.622 
Outdoor 31 41.307 41.155 7.467 

KSPS Indoor 31 3.670 3.688 0.604 t(30) = −0.079, p = 0.938 
Outdoor 31 3.677 3.663 0.646 

Mobility WPM Stable 15 45.466 46.047 5.501 t(14) = −0.912, p = 0.377 
Mobile 15 46.785 44.064 9.441 

KSPS Stable 15 4.011 4.032 0.460 t(14) = −0.517, p = 0.613 
Mobile 15 4.069 3.894 0.763 

Social WPM Alone 38 42.281 42.203 6.868 t(37) = 1.001, p = 0.323 
Not Alone 38 41.500 41.225 6.636 

KSPS Alone 38 3.711 3.731 0.606 t(37) = 0.614, p = 0.543 
Not Alone 38 3.670 3.636 0.619 

Multitasking WPM Nothing 35 41.461 42.049 7.287 t(34) = −1.377, p = 0.178 
Multitask 35 42.635 43.364 6.415 

KSPS Nothing 35 3.644 3.697 0.609 t(34) = −2.217, p = 0.033 
Multitask 35 3.793 3.850 0.569 

Distractions WPM Nothing 35 41.987 41.959 6.836 t(34) = −0.169, p = 0.867 
Multitask 35 42.145 41.941 8.290 

KSPS Nothing 35 3.704 3.726 0.597 t(34) = −0.364, p = 0.718 
Multitask 35 3.732 3.712 0.727 

N Sample size, p < 0.01 to show the significance level. 

Table 10. Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test Results for the Effect of Context on Users’ Median KSPC 

and ER Values 

Context Metric Group N Mean Median Std. dev. Results 
Environment KSPC Indoor 31 1.013 1.000 0.028 Z = 82.0, p = 0.001 * 

Outdoor 31 1.052 1.024 0.083 
ER Indoor 31 0.311 0.000 1.028 Z = 42.0, p < 0.0001 ** 

Outdoor 31 1.217 0.000 1.822 
Mobility KSPC Stable 15 1.016 1.000 0.033 Z = 30.0, p = 0.095 

Mobile 15 1.040 1.031 0.045 
ER Stable 15 0.442 0.000 1.256 Z = 10.0, p = 0.003 * 

Mobile 15 1.057 0.000 1.443 
Social KSPC Alone 38 1.013 1.000 0.031 Z = 115.0, p < 0.0001 ** 

Not Alone 38 1.028 1.008 0.038 
ER Alone 38 0.303 0.000 0.932 Z = 96.0, p < 0.0001 ** 

Not Alone 38 0.593 0.000 1.153 
Multitasking KSPC Nothing 35 1.027 1.000 0.063 Z = 157.0, p = 0.009 * 

Multitask 35 1.042 1.014 0.059 
ER Nothing 35 0.494 0.000 1.410 Z = 129.0, p = 0.002 * 

Multitask 35 1.223 0.000 2.160 
Distractions KSPC Nothing 35 1.017 1.000 0.034 Z = 81.0, p < 0.001 * 

Multitask 35 1.052 1.008 0.081 
ER Nothing 35 0.467 0.000 1.136 Z = 99.0, p < 0.001 * 

Multitask 35 1.460 0.000 2.122 

N Sample size, ∗p < 0.01, ∗∗p < 0.0001. 
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Table 11. The Effect of Context on User Performance ( ↓: Decreased, ↑: Increased, �: no Significant Effect) 
Typing Speed Error Rate

Context Factor WPM KSPS KSPC ER 

Environment (indoor/outdoor) Being outdoors � � ↑ ↑
Mobility (stable/mobile) Being mobile � � � ↑
Social (alone/not alone) Presence of other people � � ↑ ↑
Multitasking (with/without multitask) Presence of multitasking � � ↑ ↑
Distraction (with/without distraction) Presence of distraction � � ↑ ↑
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R1 – Environment. Environment of the participant significantly affects user performance in
erms of KSPC (Z = 82.0, p = 0.001) and ER (Z = 42.0, p < 0.0001). Participants in outdoor condition
ad higher KSPC (1.052 ± 0.083) than participants in indoor condition (1.013 ± 0.028). Similarly,
R was higher for outdoor condition (1.217 ± 1.822) than indoor condition (0.311 ± 1.028). Envi-
onment does not significantly affect user performance in terms of WPM (t(30) = 0.499, p = 0.622)
nd KSPS (t(30) = −0.079, p = 0.938). 
R2 – Mobility. Mobility of the participant significantly affects user performance in terms of only
R (Z = 10.0, p = 0.003). ER was lower for stable condition (0.442 ± 1.256) than mobile condition
1.057 ± 1.443). Mobility does not significantly affect user performance in terms of WPM (t(14) =
0.912, p = 0.377), KSPS (t(14) = −0.517, p = 0.613), and KSPC (Z = 30.0, p = 0.095). 

R3 – Social context. Social context significantly affects user performance in terms of KSPC (Z =

15.0, p < 0.0001) and ER (Z = 96.0, p < 0.0001). The presence of other people resulted in higher
SPC (1.028 ± 0.038) than participants in alone condition (1.013 ± 0.031). Similarly, ER increased
ith the presence of other people (0.593 ± 1.153) compared to alone condition (0.303 ± 0.932). The
resence of other people does not significantly affect user performance in terms of WPM (t(37) =
.001, p = 0.323) and KSPS (t(37) = 0.614, p = 0.543). 

R4 – Multitasking. Multitasking significantly affects user performance in terms of KSPC (Z =

57.0, p = 0.009) and ER (Z = 129.0, p = 0.002). Multitasking resulted in higher KSPC (1.042 ±
.059) than no multitasking (1.027 ± 0.063). Similarly, ER was higher for multitasking conditions
1.223 ± 2.160) than no multitasking condition (0.494 ± 1.410). Multitasking does not significantly
ffect user performance in terms of WPM (t(34) = −1.377, p = 0.178) and KSPS (t(34) = −2.217, p =
.033). 

R5 – Distractions. Distractions significantly affect user performance in terms of KSPC (Z = 81.0,
 < 0.0001) and ER (Z = 99.0, p < 0.0001). Presence of distraction resulted in higher KSPC (1.052 ±
.081) than no distraction (1.017 ± 0.034). Similarly, ER was higher for distraction condition (1.460
2.122) than no distraction condition (0.467 ± 1.136). Distractions do not significantly affect user
erformance in terms of WPM (t(34) = −0.169, p = 0.867) and KSPS (t(34) = −0.364, p = 0.718). 
Task context. Participants entered text in 231 different apps during our study, and 139 apps left

fter trial and token validations. The most frequently used apps include WhatsApp, Instagram,
essenger, Google Chrome, Tinder, and Telegram. We retrieved the category of each app by using

he categories in Google Play Store. 11 Then, we grouped the apps by their categories and selected
he most frequently used app categories: communication (i.e., Whatsapp), social (i.e., Instagram),
ools (i.e., Google), and productivity (i.e., Notes). Finally, we investigated the effect of the category
f the app used on user performance. A repeated-measures ANOVA with a Greenhouse-Geisser
1 https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.whatsapp&hl=en _ US&gl=US , last access: 21.05.2022. 
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orrection determined that mean WPM differed statistically significantly between different app
ypes (F(1.878, 20.663) = 3.955, p = 0.037). Participants were fastest while using a communication
pp (44.857 ± 1.962), slowest while using a productivity app (36.083 ± 2.604), had 42.037 ± 1.955
PM in social apps, and had 43.549 ± 3.861 WPM in tool apps. Post hoc analysis with a Bon-

erroni adjustment revealed that WPM was statistically significantly increased from productivity
pps to communication apps (8.774 (95% CI, 1.034 to 16.514), p = 0.036), and from social apps to
ommunication apps (2.820 (95% CI, 0.201 to 5.439), p = 0.048), but not from productivity apps to
ocial apps (5.954 (95% CI, −2.128 to 14.036), p = 0.295) and not from tools to others. Similarly, a
epeated-measures ANOVA with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction determined that mean KSPS dif-
ered statistically significantly between app types (F(1.970, 21.672) = 4.859, p = 0.018). Participants
ere fastest while using a communication app (3.964 ± 0.171), slowest while using a productivity
pp (3.179 ± 0.203), had 3.708 ± 0.172 KSPS in social apps, and had 3.765 ± 0.319 KSPS in tool apps.
ost hoc analysis with a Bonferroni adjustment revealed that KSPS was statistically significantly
ncreased from productivity apps to communication apps (0.784 (95% CI, 0.202 to 1.366), p = 0.012),
nd from social apps to communication apps (0.256 (95% CI, 0.043 to 0.469), p = 0.025), but not from
roductivity apps to social apps (0.198 (95% CI, −0.444 to 0.840), p = 1.000) and not from tools to
thers. On the other hand, the effect of using different app types on error rate was not statistically
ignificant in terms of KSPC ( χ 2 (3) = 4.480, p = 0.214) and ER ( χ 2 (3) = 2.418, p = 0.490). 

Language context. Before participating in our study, we asked about our participants’ native
anguage. The distribution of the participants’ native languages is illustrated in Figure 2 (e) in
ection 3.6 . We also detected the language of the texts entered during the study (see Section 4.2.1
or details). Using participants’ native language and the language of text they entered, we investi-
ated the effect of using the native or a non-native language on the users’ performance. Pairwise
omparisons adjusted with Bonferroni showed statistically significant differences in terms of WPM
t(31) = 8.139, p < 0.0001), KSPS (t(31) = 7.641, p < 0.0001), KSPC (Z = 67.0, p < 0.01), and ER (Z
 19.0, p < 0.0001) between native and non-native language usage. The participants were faster
hile typing in their native languages (WPM: 43.005 ± 6.211, KSPS: 3.793 ± 0.551) than in a non-
ative language (WPM: 36.253 ± 7.704, KSPS: 3.241 ± 0.673). Moreover, the participants were more
ccurate in their native language (KSPC: 1.014 ± 0.029, ER: 0.277 ± 0.965) than in a non-native
anguage (KSPC: 1.057 ± 0.071, ER: 1.565 ± 2.574). 

Technical context. We further investigated the effect of technical context on the participants’ per-
ormance in smartphone brands, screen size, and keyboards used. One-way ANOVA tests showed
hat there were no statistically significant differences between the participants who used smart-
hones in different brands in terms of WPM (F(7,40) = 0.740, p = 0.639) and KSPS (F(7,40) = 0.963, p
 0.471). Similarly, Kruskal-Wallis H tests showed that the differences between smartphone brands
n terms of KSPC ( χ 2 (7) = 10.853, p = 0.145) and ER ( χ 2 (7) = 6.753, p = 0.455) were not statistically
ignificant. 
We divided the participants into three based on the screen sizes of their smartphones: small,
edium, and large screens. First, we calculated Q1 (5.5 inches) and Q3 (6.32 inches) based on
he overall samples of screen sizes. Then, we classified the screen sizes smaller than Q1 as small
creens, those larger than Q3 as large screens, and the others as medium screens. One-way ANOVA
ests showed that there were no statistically significant differences between the participants who
sed smartphones in different screen sizes in terms of WPM (F(2,45) = 0.055, p = 0.947) and KSPS
F(2,45) = 0.061, p = 0.941). Similarly, Kruskal-Wallis H tests showed that the differences between
creen sizes in terms of KSPC ( χ 2 (2) = 0.759, p = 0.684) and ER ( χ 2 (2) = 1.595, p = 0.450) were not
tatistically significant. 
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Table 12. Percent of the Participants That Corresponding Metric is Higher 
for the Context Factor (Participants who had the Same Value under 

Both Conditions are Excluded) 

Context Factor WPM (%) KSPS (%) KSPC (%) ER (%) 
Environment Indoor 54.8 48.4 16.1 6.5 

Outdoor 45.2 51.6 51.6 35.5 
Mobility Stable 53.3 46.7 26.7 6.7 

Mobile 46.7 53.3 46.7 33.3 
Social Alone 57.9 55.3 13.2 7.9 

Not Alone 42.1 44.7 42.1 23.7 
Multitasking Nothing 37.1 25.7 20.0 14.3 

Multitasking 62.9 74.3 40.0 28.6 
Distractions Nothing 45.7 42.9 11.4 11.4 

Distraction 54.3 57.1 42.9 37.1 
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Our participants used four different types of soft keyboards during the study: Samsung, Mi-
rosoft SwiftKey, Gboard, and Fleksy keyboards (see Table 14 ). We excluded the Fleksy keyboard
rom our statistical analysis since only one participant used this keyboard. One-way ANOVA
ests showed that there were no statistically significant differences between different keyboard
roups in terms of WPM (F(2,44) = 1.382, p = 0.262) and KSPS (F(2,44) = 1.686, p = 0.197).
imilarly, Kruskal-Wallis H tests showed that the differences between three keyboard groups in
erms of KSPC ( χ 2 (2) = 4.558, p = 0.102) and ER ( χ 2 (2) = 1.633, p = 0.442) were not statistically
ignificant. 

Demographics. Our statistical analysis could not find a main effect of demographic groups, in-
luding age, gender, education level, experience with a mobile device, experience with the cur-
ent mobile device, daily screen time, and occupation on typing speed and error rate performance
etrics. 

Individual user performances. To investigate the individual user performances, we repeated the
ame procedure in Section 5.1 on the dataset of each participant by using the same performance
etrics. Figures 6 –10 in Appendix D illustrate the individual performance metrics for each par-
icipant under different contextual factors. Table 12 also illustrates the percent of the participants
or each metric that have a higher value for each context factor. For example, 54.8% of participants
ad higher WPM in indoor conditions, while 45.2% had higher WPM in outdoor conditions. It is
ossible to observe individual differences in the effect of context. The effects of all context dimen-
ions on each participant are available in our online repository (see “Online Repository” Section
n page 1 ). 12 These results show that some participants’ typing speed or error rate increase under
ertain context factors, while the same factor decreases the other participants’ typing speed or
rror rate. 

 DISCUSSION 

n this study, we investigated the effect of context on smartphone users’ text entry performance
n real-world settings. We conducted a user study in the wild and collected participants’ text entry
ata, sensor data, and context labels. We identified a set of performance metrics to measure users’
yping performance systematically. We combined several existing approaches to detect typing
2 https://iam.ncc.metu.edu.tr/cabas- individual- context- comparisons/ , last access: 21.01.2022. 
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rrors and distinguish between edits and corrections to better measure typing speed. Finally, we
nvestigated the effect of context on user performance by combining the performance metrics and
ontext labels in five dimensions: environment, mobility, social, multitasking, and distraction. 
In reviewing the literature, the text entry studies investigating the effect of context on users’ per-

ormance have been conducted in controlled settings. Our study, on the other hand, was conducted
n the wild. For this purpose, we extended an existing framework and captured the participants’
eyboard interactions, a set of sensor data, and context labels submitted by the participants. In our
ser experiment, the participants interacted with their smartphones as they do in their daily lives
ithout a predefined task model. This approach helped us to collect user data in more realistic
ettings. 
Measuring user performance without a task model is challenging. There are several approaches

o detect typing errors and measure typing speed; however, these lookup-based approaches handle
aily texting language manually or treat them as typing errors. Daily texting language is too com-
on that considering them as typing errors since they are out-of-vocabulary would yield incor-
ect interpretations about the effect of context on users’ performance. On the other hand, manual
nalysis introduces privacy issues and is not applicable for possible applications of error detection
echanisms. We combined several existing approaches to cover daily texting language and detect
yping errors in English and Turkish. Our evaluation showed that our implementation improved
he error detection accuracy compared to the literature. However, even though we applied the text
peak rules in the literature, some participants’ verdicts for error detection introduced new text
peak uses that we did not cover initially. Therefore, an error detection mechanism should learn
ommon usage patterns and adapt itself to users. 
The majority of the text entry studies investigating the effect of context on users’ performance
ave primarily focused on different mobility conditions. It may be the case that different mobility
onditions can be easily replicated during a study. Moreover, there was contradicting evidence
n the literature regarding the effect of mobility. This study considered the context in a broader
erspective in five dimensions: environment, mobility, social, multitasking, and distraction. The
esults of our experiment yielded that being in an outdoor environment, being mobile, presence of
ther people and having distractions increased error rate, while they did not affect typing speed.
ultitasking increased the number of keystrokes in a second and error rate. These are the first
mpirical evidence on the effect of context on users’ typing performance in a study conducted in
he wild. 

.1 Findings 

n this study, we focused on five research questions, and each research question addressed the
ffect of different contextual factors on users’ text entry performance. For the environment, the
rror rate was significantly lower for the indoor group than for the outdoor group in terms of KSPC
nd ER. However, no significant difference between the two groups was evident for WPM and
SPS. Generally, we are exposed to more external factors in the outdoor environments. Therefore,
eople likely pay more attention to these external factors than typing, or some factors make it
ifficult to type, resulting in higher error rates. Prior studies have focused on a single aspect of
he environment. Sarsenbayeva et al. [ 61 ] considered ambient noise and Sarsenbayeva et al. [ 60 ]
nvestigated the effect of ambient light. The present study was designed to consider all aspects of
he environment. 
Mobility had a significant effect on the uncorrected ER. Participants’ error rate was higher
hen mobile than when they were stable in terms of ER. No significant difference between the
wo groups was evident for WPM, KSPS, and KSPC. We mainly focus on our surroundings to
void hazards when we are walking. In general, therefore, it seems that this causes more typing
ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 30, No. 3, Article 36. Publication date: June 2023. 
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rrors. It also seems possible that users do not correct their typing errors in mobile conditions.
omparison of the findings with those of other studies confirms the increase in error rate in the
ase of mobility. In contrast to earlier findings, however, no evidence of the effect of mobility on
yping speed was detected. 
For the social context, the presence of other people increased the error rate in terms of KSPC and
R. The participants made fewer typing errors alone than when there were people around. Similar
o the environment and mobility, it did not significantly affect the typing speed. The presence of
ther people and social interaction with them may have shifted the focus from the text entry task
o the interaction. Therefore, this resulted in more typing errors. In reviewing the literature, no
ata was found on the effect of social context on users’ typing performance. 
Multitasking affected the participants’ error rate, increasing both KSPC and ER. Multitasking did
ot have a significant effect on typing speed. Like the social context, focusing on other tasks may
ave increased the error rate. This finding was also reported by Crease et al. [ 16 ]. However, the
ndings of the current study do not support Sarsenbayeva et al. [ 59 ] who reported no significant
ffect of multitasking on error rate. 
The presence of distractions increased the error rate in terms of KSPC and ER; however, it did
ot affect typing speed. Distraction factors took the participants’ primary focus, similar to the
nvironment and mobility, and the participants made more typing errors when interrupted. This
utcome is partially contrary to that of Jain and Balakrishnan [ 35 ], who found an increase in error
ate, typing speed, and a decrease in error corrections when participants were distracted. This
ontradiction might be related to the experimental task used by Jain and Balakrishnan [ 35 ]. In our
tudy, participants tended to correct their typing errors as they were dealing with their real-world
asks rather than experimental tasks. 
It is interesting to see individual differences in the effect of context on different participants. A

ontext factor may affect a participant negatively by reducing the typing speed or increasing the
rror rate, while the same factor may improve another participant’s performance by increasing
he typing speed or reducing the error rate. Ability-based design is an approach in which users
o not adapt themselves to a system; instead, it measures the user performance and adapts itself.
or instance, if a user has problems tapping on a key on the keyboard, the system may increase
he size of the keys to prevent the error. The ability-based design identifies and exploits users’
bilities rather than their disabilities to enhance interaction using available resources [ 79 ]. Overall,
hese results show that ability-based design could be an approach to better consider users’ context.
urther research is needed to show the actual effect of ability-based designed applications on the
sers’ performance. 

.2 Implications 

sing a smartphone itself can cause performance problems similar to those experienced by users
ith motor impairments [ 82 ]. Contextual factors such as the environment, the current position,
r the accessories worn can cause additional problems. Users generally adopt different strategies
o overcome these problems. For instance, smartphone users change their current locations or use
heir hands for shadows when exposed to direct sunlight [ 69 ]. Other possible adaptations to pre-
ent situational visual impairments include removing accessories that may introduce temporary
isual impairments, adjusting the smartphone’s brightness, or postponing their task [ 69 ]. On the
ther hand, these performance problems can be addressed by applying adaptations similar to those
or users with physical impairments [ 9 ]. For example, to maintain the same performance in a stable
ondition while walking, target sizes might be increased [ 40 ]. 
The adaptation process can be automated by using different available data sources. Goel et al.

 26 ] showed that the accelerometer sensor can be used to overcome the performance problems
CM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 30, No. 3, Article 36. Publication date: June 2023. 
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xperienced while walking. According to Goel et al. [ 27 ], detecting hand posture can prevent situ-
tions like carrying something with the dominant hand or grabbing a handle in public transporta-
ion from causing performance problems. Furthermore, Sarsenbayeva et al. [ 62 ] suggested that
sing the smartphone’s battery temperature can help adapt to interaction in cold environments.
his study collected text entry data in the wild and processed this data offline to measure the users’
erformance. The same approach can be applied to measure the performance online and support
he adaptation of the user interfaces to the users’ abilities and context. 
Section 3.7 presents the participants’ self-evaluations on whether they made a typing error or

he reason for the typing error as they perceived. In most cases, participants did not correlate their
diting/correcting behaviour with a typing error, even though our error correction/edit classifica-
ion implementation classified most cases as error corrections. Moreover, the participants did not
ssociate the typing problem with a particular reason in most typing error cases. Like environ-
ental factors, people’s emotional or cognitive states can also cause them to make various typing
rrors. Moreover, in some cases, the users might not perceive the contextual factors as a source of
yping errors. Therefore, further studies should be conducted to investigate the effect of context
n user performance at the sensor level. 
Our results also showed individual differences between the effects of different contextual factors
n participants. The same context factor has different effects on each participant. It may reduce
he typing speed or increase the error rate for one participant, while it increases the typing speed
r reduces the error rate for another participant. A possible explanation for these results may be
he different strategies employed to overcome SIIDs. For instance, a user who needs to send a
ext message while walking in a public area may wish to complete the typing tasks as soon as
ossible, increasing the typing speed and possibly increasing the error rate. Another user, on the
ther hand, may prioritize paying attention to the surroundings and decrease his/her typing speed.
herefore, each strategy users intentionally or unintentionally employ under different scenarios
ay affect user performance differently. For this reason, user-specific ability-based interfaces that
dapt themselves based on the users’ abilities should be considered [ 36 ]. As software libraries
o sense the context become available, mobile app developers can use them to create adaptive
nterfaces [ 78 ]. For instance, a background process can send broadcasts whenever a user is in a
ituation that may affect his/her performance, and the apps receiving these broadcasts can apply
ifferent adaptations based on the requirements of the user interface. 

.3 Challenges of Conducting Studies in the Wild 

here are several issues related to conducting a user study remotely in the wild. Since our study
as remote, participants were asked to install an application on their smartphones and share their
ata during the study. The app running as a background service consumed battery and bandwidth
ith data collection and participants’ attentional resources with questionnaires. Finding voluntary
articipants that would install such an app and keep it for at least three days was challenging even
f we offered a small amount of compensation. Overall, we collected data from 48 participants.
nother significant issue is privacy. When asked to share daily data with strangers, people could
ave privacy concerns. We clearly explained how and why we processed the data to address the
articipants’ concerns. Moreover, we provided a mechanism to pause and resume the experiment
o that participants could stop sharing data when they felt uncomfortable. Still, we could find more
articipants if we did not transfer keyboard data to our server and process them on the participants’
evices. However, we needed keyboard data to work on a typing error detection mechanism. Data
ecurity and anonymity are essential in such studies, and researchers should pay attention to these
ssues. 
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Conducting a study in the wild enabled us to collect real-world data from the users while doing
heir daily tasks in their everyday context. However, controlling the samples to maintain a balance
etween independent groups is challenging in such studies. This balance is typically ensured in
ontrolled studies. The researchers can specify the number of observations required for each con-
ext factor and continue the experiment until the expected number of samples is collected. In this
tudy, on the other hand, we collected data labels during participants’ daily life. We did not ask
articipants to change their normal behaviour and use their smartphones under conditions they
ould not normally do. Some participants may prefer not to use their smartphones under specific
onditions, such as while walking. Moreover, some participants may not have encountered cer-
ain context factors during the experiment. The imbalance of the contextual factors is a tradeoff
etween controlled and in-situ studies. 
The study was conducted during the Covid19 pandemic. During this pandemic, people were

ncouraged to isolate themselves from each other and stay at home. To not risk researchers and
articipants, we have conducted this study as a completely remote study. Since the participants
ould download, install, and configure the app independently, we had to set clear instructions
or this process. When a participant failed to complete this process, we tried to assist him/her
emotely. Some participants abandoned early due to some technical problems, and we could not
nvestigate the problem effectively since we did not have access to the smartphones. Moreover,
ince people were at home most of the time, this might have limited the coverage of contextual
actors in submitted questionnaire answers. On the other hand, we could reach participants with
 broad range of demographic profiles by conducting a remote experiment. 

.4 Limitations 

ur study is not without limitations. Even though we combine many different techniques, our
ccuracy is still not 100% for calculating performance metrics, therefore there is always a risk of
ot assessing the users’ typing errors fully. Furthermore, the following cases were a true challenge
or our automated assessment. First, some of the text-speak uses are identical to typing errors. For
nstance, character repetitions may both indicate emotions and a typing error. Therefore, some
ut-of-vocabulary words that we identified as intentional errors or text speak may correspond to
nintentional typing errors. 
A typing error may result in another valid word. Moreover, the spelling of a word may be correct;
owever, it may not be grammatically correct in the sentence. Our implementation does not detect
hese errors. This problem could be addressed by checking the occurrence frequencies of the tokens
ith surrounding words. However, further studies are needed to explore such Natural Language
rocessing ( NLP ) techniques. 

.5 Future Work 

uring our user study, we collected data from a set of available sensors on the smartphones along
ith the text entered and context labelled by the participants. These sensors include motion sen-
ors (accelerometer, gravity, gyroscope, and rotation), environment sensors (barometer and light),
osition sensors (magnetometer and proximity), and other sensors such as location, WiFi, and tele-
hony. This article explained how we calculated several performance metrics (WPM, KSPS, KSPC,
nd ER) and how context affects them. In our future work, we plan to implement a mechanism to
nfer the relationship between these metrics and the sensor data and predict performance prob-
ems caused due to the context. This mechanism is intended to be used to propose adaptations to
vercome SIIDs. 
Our analysis showed that each contextual factor affected the individuals differently. Further

esearch can also be conducted to investigate which context has the highest performance impact
n a particular user. 
CM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 30, No. 3, Article 36. Publication date: June 2023. 
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 CONCLUSION 

his study aimed to observe the effect of context on users’ text entry performance in their daily
ettings and without any predefined task model. We conducted an in-situ user study and collected
ext entry interactions and corresponding context factors in the wild. We implemented a mech-
nism to determine whether a text contains typing errors. Using this mechanism, we calculated
 set of performance metrics and associated them with the corresponding context labels. Finally,
e investigated the effect of context on the participants’ performance by using these metrics. Our
ndings show that contextual factors mainly affect participants’ typing performance in terms of
rror rate; however, they do not significantly affect the typing speed. Moreover, individual com-
arisons reveal that their effects on each participant differ. The findings reported here shed new
ight on the potential of ability-based design to monitor individual user performance problems due
o context and act accordingly. Our future work will also explore and utilize collected sensor data
o predict user performance issues. 

PPENDICES 

 TEXT-SPEAK EXAMPLES 

able 13 illustrates common text-speak techniques in daily texting use and examples for these
echniques. 

Table 13. Common Text-Speak Techniques and Their Examples 

Text-speak technique Example References 

Deletion of vowels “msg” for “message” [ 14 , 41 ] 

Deletion of repeated characters “tomorow” for “tomorrow” [ 14 ] 

Shortening of words “lab” for “laboratory” [ 14 , 41 , 74 ] 

Deletion of punctuation “dont” for “don’t” [ 41 , 74 ] 

Deletion of the “g” at the end in words ending “ing” “goin” for “going” [ 41 ] 

Deletion of the final characters “hav” for “have” [ 41 ] 

Phonetic substitution “2” for “too” or “c” for “see” [ 14 , 41 , 74 ] 

Abbreviation “lol” for “laughs out loud” [ 14 , 41 , 74 ] 

Dialectal and informal usage “gonna” for “going to” [ 14 , 41 , 74 ] 

Deletion of function words and pronouns “readin bk” for “I am reading the 
book”

[ 14 ] 

Missed capitalization “i’d” for “I’d” [ 41 , 74 ] 

Spelling as pronunciation “fone” for “phone” “gidicem” for 
“gideceğim”

[ 41 , 70 , 74 ] 

Onomatopoeic/ exclamatory “ha”, “yay” [ 41 , 74 ] 

Repeating characters for expression “whaaaat” to express surprise [ 74 ] 

Using upper case/extra punctuation for emotion “WHAT?????” [ 74 ] 

Using insider words “hottie”, “fugly” [ 74 ] 

Prevention of using Turkish characters “kacmis” for “kaçmış” [ 5 , 37 , 70 ] 

Separation errors “birşey” for “bir şey” “hiç biri” for 
“hiçbiri”

[ 37 ] 

Use of English words in Turkish text [ 37 ] 

Neologisms 13 “hack-lemek” [ 37 ] 

Incorrect use of some suffixes “kitapda” for “kitap da” [ 83 ] 
3 non-Turkish word with Turkish suffixes. 
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 OVERALL ESM QUESTIONS 

his section presents the ESM questions used in the study. 

.1 ESM Questions for Labelling Context 

f the participants entered text longer than five characters, the app sent notifications to ask them
o answer a set of questions related to their current context. The overall questions for context
abelling and provided options are as follows: 

(1) Which one of these best describes your current location? 
—Indoors 
—Outdoors 
—Stairs 
—In vehicle 
—Crosswalk 
—Other 

(2) Which one of these best describes your mobility condition? 
—Lying down 
—Sitting 
—Standing 
—Walking 
—Running 
—Other 

(3) Which one of these best describes people around you? 
—Alone 
—With a friend/family member/colleague 
—With 2–4 friends/family members/colleagues 
—With more than 4 friends/family members/colleagues 
—With strangers (not crowded) 
—With strangers (crowded) 
—Other 

(4) Did you handle any other task along with text entry? 
—Nothing 
—I am carrying a box/bag/other 
—I am trying to avoid collision while walking 
—I am having a conversation with someone around me 
—I am working 
—I am shopping 
—I am doing home-activities (cleaning, cooking, etc) 
—I am having breakfast/lunch/dinner 
—Multiple of these 
—Other 

(5) Is there anything that interrupted/distracted your interaction with mobile device? 
—Nothing 
—There are obstacles/people/cars on walking path 
—I am in a hurry 
—I need to check something from time to time (i.e., a child or cook) 
—I am interrupted by someone 
—I am interrupted by something unexpected 
CM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 30, No. 3, Article 36. Publication date: June 2023. 
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.2 ESM Questions For Participants’ Self Evaluation On Typing Errors 

f the participants deleted any characters during a session, we asked participants if they made a
yping error after context questions. If the participants selected yes or maybe options, we asked
hem to specify the cause of the typing problem. The overall questions for self-evaluation and
rovided options are as follows: 

(1) Did you just make a typing error? 
—Yes 
—No 
—Maybe 

(2) What do you think caused this typing error? 
—My current location 
—My current mobility situation 
—People around me 
—Other task I am busy with 
—Something that interrupts me 
—Multiple of these 
—Other 

 PARTICIPANTS’ DEVICE SUMMARY 

able 14 provides a summary of participants’ devices. The brand and model names and Android
DK versions were retrieved from participants’ devices. The screen sizes were collected from prod-
ct specifications [ 30 ]. 

Table 14. Participants’ Smartphone Brands, Models, Android SDK Versions, and Screen Sizes 

Brand Model SDK Size (inches) Keyboard # 
Asus ASUS_X00QD (Zenfone 5) 28 6.2 Gboard 1 
Google Pixel 3 29 5.5 Gboard 1 
Huawei ANE-LX1 (P20 lite) 28 5.84 Microsoft SwiftKey 2 
Huawei BLA-L09 (Mate 10 Pro) 29 6.0 Gboard 1 
Huawei ELE-L29 (P30) 29 6.1 Microsoft SwiftKey 1 
Huawei FIG-LX1 (P smart) 28 5.65 Microsoft SwiftKey 1 
Huawei RNE-L21 (Mate 10 Lite) 26 5.9 Microsoft SwiftKey 1 
Huawei SNE-LX1 (Mate 20 lite) 29 6.3 Microsoft SwiftKey 1 
Huawei VTR-L09 (P10) 28 5.1 Microsoft SwiftKey 1 
Lenovo Lenovo P2a42 (P2) 24 5.5 Gboard 1 
Nokia Nokia 6.1 29 5.5 Gboard 1 
Nokia Nokia 7.2 29 6.3 Gboard 1 
OnePlus ONEPLUS A6000 29 6.28 Microsoft SwiftKey 1 
Samsung SM-A305F (Galaxy A30) 29 6.4 Samsung 1 
Samsung SM-A307FN (Galaxy A30s) 29 6.4 Samsung 1 
Samsung SM-A505F (Galaxy A50) 29 6.4 Samsung 2 
Samsung SM-A520F (Galaxy A5) 26 5.2 Samsung 2 

(Continued) 
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Table 14. Continued 

Brand Model SDK Size (inches) Keyboard # 
Samsung SM-A710F (Galaxy A7) 24 5.5 Microsoft SwiftKey 1 
Samsung SM-G610F (Galaxy J7 Prime) 24 5.5 Samsung 1 
Samsung SM-G610F (Galaxy J7 Prime) 27 5.5 Samsung 2 
Samsung SM-G930F (Galaxy S7) 26 5.1 Microsoft SwiftKey 1 
Samsung SM-G935F (Galaxy S7 Edge) 26 5.5 Fleksy 1 
Samsung SM-G935F (Galaxy S7 Edge) 26 5.5 Samsung 1 
Samsung SM-G950F (Galaxy S8) 28 5.8 Samsung 1 
Samsung SM-G950U (Galaxy S8) 28 5.8 Samsung 1 
Samsung SM-G965F (Galaxy S9+) 26 6.2 Samsung 1 
Samsung SM-G965U1 (Galaxy S9+) 29 6.2 Samsung 1 
Samsung SM-J710FQ (Galaxy J7) 27 5.5 Samsung 1 
Samsung SM-N950F (Galaxy Note8) 28 6.3 Samsung 1 
Samsung SM-N960F (Galaxy Note9) 29 6.4 Samsung 2 
Xiaomi MI 6 28 5.15 Gboard 1 
Xiaomi MI 6 28 5.15 Microsoft SwiftKey 1 
Xiaomi MI 8 Lite 29 6.26 Gboard 1 
Xiaomi MI CC 9e 28 6.01 Gboard 1 
Xiaomi Mi 9T 28 6.39 Gboard 1 
Xiaomi Redmi 6 28 5.45 Microsoft SwiftKey 1 
Xiaomi Redmi Note 5 Pro 28 5.99 Gboard 1 
Xiaomi Redmi Note 8 28 6.3 Gboard 1 
Xiaomi Redmi Note 8 Pro 28 6.53 Gboard 1 
Xiaomi Redmi Note 8 Pro 29 6.53 Gboard 3 
Xiaomi Redmi Note 9 Pro 29 6.67 Gboard 1 

 THE EFFECT OF CONTEXT ON PARTICIPANTS’ INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCE 

igures 6 , 7 , 8 , 9 , and 10 illustrate how individual performances change under different context
roups of environment, mobility, social context, multitasking, and distractions, respectively. The
hape of the marker indicates the age of the participants (circle ( ◦): 18–24, square ( �): 25–34,
iamond ( 
): 35–54, triangle ( �): 55+). Female participants are represented as filled ( •), and male
articipants are represented as unfilled ( ◦). The participants are illustrated with the same colors
n all figures. 
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Fig. 6. The effect of environment on individual performances. 
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Fig. 7. The effect of mobility on individual performances. 
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Fig. 8. The effect of social context on individual performances. 
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Fig. 9. The effect of multitasking on individual performances. 
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Fig. 10. The effect of distraction on individual performances. 
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